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Abstract. The objective of investigationpresented in this paper is to support the auto-
matic linking among live experiences captured through C&A applications, towards
providing information related to the captured experience accessed later by users.
Then, we defined an infrastructure composed by a “document builder” to process
captured information as XML documents, a “linking builder" to identify semantic
relationships between the captured content, a “storage manager” to store the XML
corresponding to the captured session and the hyperlinks identified, and a “presen-
tation manager” to manipulate style sheets that allow users to access the captured
content in a variety ofpresentation formats. To illustrate the results of our work,
we present hyperlinks created between documentsproduced by iClass, a live lecture
capture system build upon the capture module.

1. Introduction
Authoring meaningful and useful multimedia documents —— those that present effective integra-
tion between several media components— is an expensive task. Everyday experiences are rich
in information that, if captured and made available as multimedia documents, may provide a
valuable source of information, Moreover, humans need support in capturing the salientmemo~
ries from live experiences that they can then call upon at a later time. There are many situations
in our everyday lives that satisfy both of these criteria,

In the beginning of the 90’s, Mark Weiser envisioned that computer applications could
be embedded in the environment, aiding people without changing the way they perform their
activities. This transparent integration of technology in the everyday life was called ubiqui—
tous computing [Weiser, 1991]. Many applications exploit the ubiquitous computing paradigm
to support the automatic capture of information in live experiences towards generating cor—

responding documents to be accessed during the capture session or later to visualize the
results [Abowd, 1999, Davis et a1, 1999, Mukhopadhya and Smith, 1999, Mynatt et 21]., 1999,
Richter et al., 2001].

In previous work, we have investigated the use of document—processing tech—

niques and storage abstractions in order to support the development of capture and ac—

cess (C&A) applications [Baldochi et al., 2003a]. To carry out this investigation, we built a



component-based infrastructure that offers C&A capabilities for a large variety of applications
[Baldochi et al., 2003b]. To provide extra information to users at the end of capture sessions,
C&A applications could be augmented by specialized automated services. Those services, out—
side of the live experience, can add information by highlighting relationships between the cap—
tured experiences.

For some years, researchers have presented studies that support the defini—
tion of relationships between textual information using Information Retrieval techniques
[Salton and Allan, 1993, Blustein, 2000]. Some of those studies explore the manipulation
of matching mechanisms such as lexical chains [Green, 1999] and Latent Semantic Index»
ing (LSI) [Furnas et al., 1988] to identify similarities between text elements in order to de—

fine hypertext links. In terms of defining similarities between documents, we have cre—

ated linking services allowing the automatic identification of relationships in textual ho—

mogenous Web-based repositories based on different approaches: (a) using simple matching
lexical algorithms [Pimentel etal., 2001]; (b) experimenting with semantic approach based
on LSI [Macedo etal.,2001]; (c) considering an open hypermedia linkbase accessed via
a Web interface [Macedo etal.,2002b]; ((1) allowing user-interaction over the hyperlinks
generated [Macedo etal., 2002a]; and (e) as a linking component of a recomrnender ser-
vice [Macedo et al., 2003]. As another result of these investigations, we built a configurable
service, named LinkDigger, in which up to five repositories can be analyzed and the rela—

tionships identified are stored in an open hypermedia linkbase accessed via a Web interface
[Camacho—Guerrero et al., 2002a, Camacho—Guerrero et al., 2002b],

Towards integrating the capture and linking services, we are investigating their auto—
matic creation of hyperlinks between XML documents that represent captured live experiences
through a ubiquitous infrastructure. We define an infrastructure to be exploited by capture and
access applications intending to present related captured information as hyperlinks in the Web.
This infrastructure represents: (a) the automation of the process involved in the capture phase
of typical C&A applications; (b) the processing and storage of captured information as XML
documents; (c) the identification of semantic relationships between the captured content using
a linking service that manipulates semantic as similarity of terms according to Latent Semantic
Indexing theory [Macedo et al., 2002b] [Macedo et al., 2001]; (d) the storage of the associa—
tions identified in an open linkbase [Bulcao Neto et al., 2002]; and (e) the definition of style
sheets that allow users to access the captured content for review in a variety of presentation
formats by processing XML documents in a Cocoon pipeline [Baldochi et al., 2003b].

As a result, our infrastructure provides software support for automating the process of
identification of relationships between documents corresponding to a live session To illustrate
those results, we present hyperlinks created between documents produced by iClass, a live
lecture capture systembuild upon our capture infrastructure [Baldochi et al., 2003a].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2., we briefly discuss the
approaches ofC&A infrastructures and linking services that we exploited in the work presented
in this paper. In Section 3., we present the architectural details showing the integration of
services in order to provide capture, access, linking, storage and visualization software support
to C&A applications. In Section 4., we present a C&A application, the iClass System, used to
illustrate our approach. In Section 5., we describe experiments to create hyperlinks between
captured information from live lectures captured by iClass. We conclude with some discussion



and future works in Section 6..

2. Background: Starting points
In order to investigate the creation ofhyperlinks using documents that represent live experiences
captured by means of ubiquitous applications, we have exploited and extended our previous
work.

In this section, we present a set of services that offer infrastructural support for the
capture and access of human activities such as classes and meetings. After that, we introduce
linking services which are able to create links between the semantic related captured content.

2.1. INCA: NetworkAbstractions
Capture and access applications are usually composed by a confederation of devices and soft—

ware systems, presenting a inherent distributed nature. Truong & Abowd developed an leras-
tructure for Capture and Access Applications (INCA) in order to provide network abstractions
demamded in the implementation of those applications [Truong and Abowd, 2002].

INCA provides architectural support for building applications by means of a set of key
design concerns: (a) Capture (part of the system is responsible for the capture of information
as streams of data); (b) Storage (part of the system is responsible for the storage of attribute-
tagged information); (c) Transduction (when information needs to be converted into different
formats and types, part of the system must transduce the information); and (d) Aeceis (part of
the system provides synchronous access to multiple integrated streams of information that are
gathered as a response to context—basedqueries).

For each design concern, INCA implements a module and an interface that developers
must instantiate and implement when building applications. The basic entities are the C&A
modules, which behave like producers and consumers in a peer—to—peer approach. In order to
automatically control the presence of C&A modules, INCA provides a Registry that manages
publishing and subscribing operations done by applicationmodules. When published attributes
and subscribed attributes match, INCA enables the communication flow between the cone
sponding capture and access modules. INCA treats data as large binary objects. Information
is assembled as DataObjects tagged with a list of name—value attributes that associates meta
information with the data. By imposing this uniform representation to data, INCA avoids that
portions of applications have to be re-implemented when new data types have to be supported.

2.2. XINCA: fimctionality Abstractions
Besides architectural aspects, a large number of C&A applications present recurrent functiona—
lities. A typical example occurs in the educational domain: most of the applications developed
for this domain needs software to control interactions in awhiteboard. Other recurrent function—
alities are also present in C&A applications: chat, audio, video and weblog are some examples.
These functionalities can appear in any combination and suggest a component-based approach.
With this in mind, we developed an extended INfrastructure for Capture and Access Applica—
tions (xINCA) as a layer on top of INCA, making use of its modules and abstractions.

xINCA provides software components that captures user-interactions with electronic
Whiteboards and PDAs, text generated during chat sessions, URLs visited duringWeb browsing
as well as streams of audio and video recorded during live capture sessions.



xINCA components implement instances of INCA modules (capture modules, access
modules or both capture and access modules) and are registered at runtime in a INCA Registry
entity. xINCA components communicate using a session identifier — a session represents a
period of interaction between components and has a unique identifier as long as it lasts. Once
sharing the same session identifier and functionality type, components from a given C&A ap-
plication are able to communicate and exchange information with any other component from
any other C&A application Moreover, xINCA components can be added or removed at any
moment during a session. Figure 1 depicts the communication flow between components in
two simultaneous sessions.
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Figure 1: Communication flow between xINCA components in two simultaneous ses-
sions [Baldochi et aL, 2002]

In Figure 1, App #1 is a C&A application with a chat component and a whiteboard
component, App #2 is a capture and access application with a chat component and App #3
is an access—only application with a whiteboard component. The chat components of App #1
and App #2 are registered under the same session identifier (Session #1) and, consequently,
have an active communication channel that allows them to exchange information. Similarly, the
whiteboard components of App #1 and App #3 are registered under a same session identifier
(Session #2) so that they can also exchange data. However, the communication flow among
App #1 and App #3 is unidirectional since App #1 captures information in the whiteboard
while App #3 only access the information captured by App #1.

2.3. Linking Services
Also in previous work, we have investigated mechanisms allowing the automatic identifica-
tion of relationships in textual homogenous Web—based repositories by using simple matching
lexical algorithms, having experimented with the integration of two complementary reposito—
ries supporting a single graduate course [Pimentel et al., 2001]. When experimenting with LSI
considering the same repositories, the answer set was bigger, which is explained by the ho—

mogeneity of the repositories and the fact that a manual normalization of the vocabulary was
performed [Macedo et al., 2001].

As a result of our investigation with LSI, we built a service, named LinkDigger, in
which up to five repositories can be analyzed, storing the identified relationships in an open
hypermedia linkbase accessed via a Web interface [Macedo et al., 2002b]. LinkDigger was
extended to allow user—interaction over the semantic links generated [Macedo et al., 2002a], and
as a linking component of a recornrnender service [Macedo et al., 2003]. In the next section,
we show our linking service also being used as a linking component. Although in this paper,
LinkDigger will be relating captured information produced by a C&A application.



3. The Infrastructure
By integrating and deploying a set ofdifferent services in a single infrastructure we were able to
address many requirements of C&A applications, making it easier to create those applications,
as high level APIs are provided for the application developers.

In this section, we present the architecture of our infrastructure, detailing the integration
of services that provide capabilities for capturing, storing, retrieving, linking and accessing
information that represents live experiences.

According to Figure 2, our infrastructure comprises four main modules: (a) Document
Builder, (b) Storage Manager, (c) Linking Builder and ((1) Presentation Manager. Those mod~
ules are presented in the following subsections,

3.1. DocumentBuilder
The starting point for the developmentofour infrastructure was the modeling of the information
produced by C&A applications. Based on the analysis of use cases, we modeled each session
as an XML document. Although this approach was mainly motivated by the need to exchange
information between the many modules that comprise our infrastructure, it also facilitates the
interchange of information among third-part applications.

In order to define the structure and the content of the documents that represent captured
sessions, the first step was to define data schemas for all xINCA components (whiteboard,
video, audio, chat and weblog ). After that, we defined a session schema, which aggregates
the schemas of xINCA components together with a contextual schema, where we modeled the
contextual information related to a session,

Figure 3 presents the session schema, where all xINCA components are integrated. As
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Figure 2: Infrastructure to support capture and access applications intending to
present related captured information as hyperlinks.



this schema is too large, we show the contents of the contextual schema in the second column.
The complex type Contextlnfo, shown in the right column, models the application’s contextual
information. Truong et alli have defined five dimensions that contextualize a C&A application:
(a) who are the users during capture and access; (b) what is captured and accessed; (c) when and
(d) where does capture and access occur, and (e) how is capture and access performed. The first
four cited dimensions appear as sub—elements of contextjnfo [Truong et al., 2001]. The fifth
dimension (how) is represented by the type attribute of the element session.

The session schema was then used as input for a data binding mechanism called JAXB —

Java Architecture for XML Binding [Lin, 2002]. JAXB compiles each schema into a set of Java
classes. The generated classes handle all the details of XML parsing and formatting, allow~
ing the implementation of applications that can read, manipulate and create XML documents
without the need to write any logic to process the documents’ elements and attributes

The data binding mechanism compiles our schemas generating all classes needed to

process the data produced during the capture of a live experience. Besides the classes produced
by JAXB, it was necessary to write the class that handles the transduction of each component’s
data into XML documents — called Transducer.

The Transducer instantiates correspondent access components for the capture compo—
nents present in the application. It also instantiates objects from the classes generated by JAXB,
Using the access components, the Transducer receives all the information produced by the ap—

plication’s capture components and transduces this information to the objects provided by the
data binding mechanism.

The Document Builder works in a client—server fashion. For the application developer
perspective, the implementation of the data management part of a C&A application follows a
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Figure 3: The session schema (left column), which aggregates the schemas of xINCA
components with a contextual schema (right column)



straightforward procedure: all she needs to do is to instantiate a Storage Component object,
passing a set of parameters that includes a session identifier and a constant that tells the Trans—
ducer which access components it must instantiate in order to receive the data produced by the
application.

Two daemons play an important role in the architecture of the Document Builder Mod-
ule: Sessiond and Registry. The first one was built in order to support the capture of distributed
sessions, allowing the construction of applications where remote peers are added and removed
during runtime (further details about Sessiond can be found in [Baldochi et al, 2003a]). The
Registry is the [NCA daemon responsible for providing transparent communication between
client and server side of applications. It also provides a callback mechanism to notify the status
of its connections. Using this mechanism, Sessiond is able to determine the end of a session and
call the stop() method in the appropriate Transducer, causing the generation of the document
that represents the session. ,

3.2. Linking Builder
In order to create hyperlinks from captured information, the Linking Builder manipulates the
XML documents stored by the Transducer on an XML database, part of the Storage Manager
presented next.

The Linking Builder automatically generates hyperlinks between live experience infor—

mation captured and recorded by the Capture Application supported by the Transducer:,After
receiving the XML documents corresponding to each session captured, the Linking Builder
performs two main tasks: indexing of all XML docmnents and creation of links among them
according to the Latent Semantic Indexing method (LSI) [Fumas et al., 1988]. LSI is used to
overcome the problems related to the use of lexical based analysis. The similarities defined by
LSI are based on closeness of terms in a semantic space built according to co-occurrence of all
terms in collection of documents manipulated instead ofmatching.

The underlying processing of the Linking Builder is as follows:

a Indexing. Initially all XML documents are indexed, i.e., significant words (excluding
stop words) are extracted from the XlVIL documents (see Figure 2(bl)). We used the
mnoGoSearch [Group, 2001] general public license search engine to extract words from
the XML dcouments. Since many words are extracted, it is important that, at the time
of the indexing, the words be given an appropriate weight in terms of the number of
times they appear in a given document relative to the number of times that they appear
in each document in the repositories of documents. In order to attribute appropriate to
the XML documents manipulated, we have used a terrn—weighting scheme presented in
[Salton and Buckley, 1988].

0 Generate Terms by Documents Matrix. The index resulting from the previous step
is used to generate a term by document matrix (see Figure 2(b2)). This term by
document matrix is called matrix X and it is exploited by Latent Semantic Indexing
[Fumas et al., 1988].

0 Compute SVD. The matrix X is decomposed into the product of three other component
matrices T, S and D, using Single Value Decomposition (SVD) which is part of LSI
theory (see Figure 2(b3)). Following the decomposition by SVD, the It most important
dimensions (those with the highest values in the singular matrix S) are selected. All



other factors are omitted. The amount of dimensionality reduction, i.e., the choice of
k, is critical and is an open issue in the literature. Ideally, 10 should be large enough
to fit the real structure in the data, but small enough such that noise, sampling errors
and unimportant details are not modeled. Generally we have considered k as 200 as
suggested in the literature by some researchers [Deerwester et al, 1990].

I SVD Matrices. A semantic matrix is generated by the computation of the inner—product
among each column of the matrix generated on the last step (see Figure 2(b4)). Those
columns represent XML documents generated by the DocumentBuilder when a capture
component is enabled.

0 Compute Similarities. Given the semantic matrix generated in the previous step, rela—

tionships between XML documents are identified by considering the cells that have the
higher values of similarity (see Figure 2(b5)). A threshold level of similarity is used to
filter the links created to generate a relevance semantic matrix which is used to iden-
tify semantic links between documents. The links generated are stored at the Storage
Manager (see Figure 2(c)).
We have developed the Linking Builder to be reusable in other implementations. Then,

we define a configuration file to specify the context within which it will be employed. This
configuration file describes information such as the vocabulary, stop list and source ofURLs.

3.3. StorageManager
After generating the XML documents and their respective hyperlinks, our infrastructure must
provide a way to manage both of them, providing an easy way for applications to store and
retrieve content.

During the design of our infrastructure, we opted for defining one storage repository to
be accessed during the capture session, called Storage Component, and another, called Storage
Manager, to be exploited by the Presentation Manager and some augmenting mechanisms such
as the Linking Builder.

The StorageManagerprovides an API that allows applications to store, retrieve, query
and extend document. Using this API, we are implementing a presentation mechanism that
retrieves XlVIL documents and process them on-the—fly, generating documents in different pre-
sentation formats (see Section 3.4. for further details).

The StorageManager is composed by an XML document repository and an open hy-
permedia linkbase. Both are presented in the next two subsections.

3.3.1. AnXML database

In order to provide ubiquitous data access to C&A applications we built a distributed document
repository using the facilities provided by eXist [Meier, 2003], a native XML database. eXist
functionality is based on hierarchical collections, similar to the storage process in a file system.
Besides the facilities for creating and removing collections, storing and retrieving docuinents,
eXist also provides a query mechanism based on XPath.

As it is highly desirable to have a repository available in the sameLAN as its client appli—
cations and considering the inherent distributednature ofC&A applications, we decided to build



a distributed storage service. Our strategy to build a distributed repository consists in brokering
the communication between applications and their local repository. This was done by replacing
the XML-RFC interface of eXist by an entity called DocumentManager, which is an extension
of the XML-RFC server provided by eXist. According to this extension, all method calls that
change the state of the local repository are spread to all other active repositories. Details about
the implementation of the distributed repository is available in [Baldochi et al., 2003b].

3.3.2. An open linkbase

[n the proposed infrastructure, the hyperlinks created by the Linking Builder are been stored
on an open hypermedia linkbase. Nowadays, we have been used a linkbase, called WLS
[Bulcao Neto et al., 2002], which offers some facilities that common databases do not offer.

The WLS linkbase was developed as an API, so that application developers can reuse
and combine the available operations with their own building blocks. By means of its
API, WLS can be reused in different contexts, reducing the authoring effort as shown in
[Bulcao Neto et al., 2002].

During the design of the infrastructure, we defined a mapping between objects manip—
ulated by the infrastructure and the classes of the WLS presented in Figure 4. For example,
Anchor is a set of terms of each XML document generated after capture session and End-
Points are equivalent to terms mapped to Anchors. Link is a set of two EndPoints identified
to relationships defined by Linking Builder. Context is a collection of hyperlinks generated
automatically. Nodes corresponds to each XML document that has been found to be similar
to another document. Finally, Semantics correspond to pairs of similar terms. These pairs
of terms were automatically defined by the linking service and stored on the WLS linkbase,
independently of the documents identified holding the information.
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Figure 4: Conceptual Model ofWLS linkbase [Bulcéo Neto et al., 2002].

Because of the relationships among the Anchor, EndPoint and Link classes, WLS pro—

vides support to n—ary multidirectional links and to the sharing of an anchor between several
links endpoints to our infrastructure.

BesidesWLS tables and XML documents, the StorageManager manipulates additional
tables that are used by the Linking Builder such as the stop words list and the weights of terms.



The Presentation Manager obtains information from the containers of the Storage Manager to
present it as Web pages to users.

3.4. Presentation Manager
In C&A applications, the access phase allows the visualization of information being captured
during a live experience. Otherwise when the capture session is finalized, visualization implies
that users may both see and interact with the presentation document supplied by the Presenta-
tion Manager.

Considering the diversity of existing C&A applications and platforms, the presentation
of documents must be possible in a variety of formats — so as to conform to multimedia char—
acteristics and user preferences, for instance. Overall, our infrastructure aims at supporting the
documents to be accessed via the Web.

Given the importance of the degree of automation provided by a C&A application so
that the information captured results in appropriate documents, it is paramount that, in the
context of our work, the presentation documents be produced as a result of the processing of
)GVIL documents generated at the end of a live session. This scenario makes the use of XSLT
transformations very suitable for the automatic generation of presentation documents. In fact,
the generation of presentation documents defines a pipeline: an XML document corresponding
to a captured session with links is processed exploiting an XSLT style sheet that generates a
presentation document in a format such as SMlL. The underlying processing of the Presentation
Manager is presented in Figure 2(d).

Our infrastructure provides a set of style sheets that process the XML documents cor—

responding to a captured session with its links and generates presentation documents in SME,
XHTML+SMIL andHTML. Different versions of each style sheet allow conformity to different
media stream servers and other formats can be added as needed.

In the case that the presentation documents are processed on—the-fly during the access
phase, the documents are generated on demand and can be updated. However, the performance
in the generation is an important point to be considered since the response to the user request
must occur at a reasonable time. In our infrastructure, we exploit the Cocoon Java»based Frame—

work [Apache, 2002]. Cocoon uses the concept of pipelines to process XIVIL documents: the
documents advance in the pipeline by means of SAX events. It has allowed, with an acceptable
performance, the generation on-the—fly of a variety of presentation formats as a result of the
processing ofXML documents by means of XSLT transformations.

Each stage of the Cocoon pipeline is modelled with a particular type of component.
For instance, the input can be modelled with the File Generator component associated with
a session XML document. Next, the processing can be modelled with an XSLT Transformer
component associated with a style sheet that generates HTML. At the end of the pipeline, the
output can be modelled with a HTML Serializer component that serializes the presentation
document in HTML, the final result of the overall processing. This example describes the
Cocoon pipeline used to process the XML documents from the live sessions with the many
style sheets provided by our infrastructure. As response to a user request, the correct pipeline is
identified for presenting the appropriate document.

Figure 2(e) presents small sample documents generated on—the—fly, via a Cocoon



pipeline, in the context of iClass, a C&A application, presented in the next section.

4. The iClass System
We have developed a C&A application, the iClass System [Baldochi et al., 2003a], which we
will use throughout the rest of this paper to illustrate our approach. To the proposed work, iClass
was augmented by the Linking Builder module to support the creation of hyperlinks between
captured information.

The iClass system is an improved version of the eClass‘, which is able to record sev—

eral pieces of information produced during the lecture, including strokes and slides from an
electronic whiteboard, audio from a cordless microphone attached to the lecturer, video from
a inexpensiveWeb camera located in a fixed position in the classroom and Web pages visited
from the lecturer’s Web browser. As a result, at the end of the lecture, a XML document inte—
grating the different captured media is produced by the Transducer and automatically stored on
a document repository, which is part of the StorageManager.

The iClass System makes extensive use of xINCA’s abstractions and Document Builder
module. In our integrated service, the Linking Builder accesses the document repository to
get information to be related. Nowadays, we are using the eXist database to store the XML
documents and the LinkDigger service to execute the linking process.

The core of the iClass system consists basically of a Java applet comprising one or more
capture components and a storage component. The capture components, one for each function—
ality (whiteboard, audio, video and web logging), are instantiated in the beginning of the lecture
according to the instructor’s choice or available devices. The storage component is responsible
for contacting a server informing which capture components are running on the client. Then,
the storage service instantiates a Transducer object containing the corresponding access com-
ponents, which will receive the information produced by the capture components running at the
client applet. Using a callback mechanism, access components deliver the received information
for being stored by the Transducer. Components of a specific session (lecture) are registered
under the same session identifier allowing several sessions to happen simultaneously,

The results of the automatic generation of hyperlinks considering live experiences cap-
tured through the iClass system are presented next.

5. Evaluation
After augmenting the iClass system towards automatically linking live experience captured
through this system, we defined two experiments to evaluate this extension.

Initially, the (Document Builder) transformed all lectures captured, during the last five
years, through the previous eClass application into XML documents, After that, those docu-
ments were stored by the Storage Manager on an XML database. At the present time, we are
using the eXist database.

In order to define the hyperlinks, the Linking Builder reads all XML documents through
the Storage Manager and applies the processing linking, previously presented. The Linking

1The eClass system was formerly known as Classroom 2000, developed at Georgia Tech [Abowd, 1999]



Builder module was extended by a filter mechanism to ignore image, audio, video and strokes
files. Although we faced problems with the quantity to be manipulated because the major part
of captured information in C&A applications comes from audio and video files. Those files
would not be useful for a textual linking manipulation.

On the iClass system, more textual information could be created with manual transcrip~
tion of handwriting activities over whiteboard. Although, professors do not have spent a lot of
time on such task. From all captured lectures, we got just 840 slides with handwriting transcrip‘
tions. Then in the experiments presented in this paper, we are basically working with words
extracted from titles of the captured lectures and some handwriting transcriptions.

To evaluate our infrastructure, we have exploited the captured lectures to define hyper-
links between them Due to space restrictions, just two experiments are presented.

5.1. The FirstExperiment
In the first evaluation, we experimented our approachwith all captured lectures manipulated by
the iClass system. The totalized 1833 lectures represented by 3666 XML document extracted
from 116 courses. Some of those 3666 XML documents are audio and video components of
capture sessions

After filtering the XML documents, the Linking Builder manipulated just 1833 XML
documents (one per lecture) and generated a matrixX with 3036 lines (representing significant
words) and 1833 columns (representing )GVJL documents). To compose the matrix X, those
words were filtered considering a stop word dictionary in order to manipulate just significant
words. After that, the matrix X was processed according to the LS1 technique. Our service
considered k as 200 during the reduction of the matrices generated by SVD. Just 200 highest
values in the singular matrix S were selected.

The results of the linking process were 822 hyperlinks automatically created between
all 1833 lectures (see Table 1). Despite existing non—relevant links, the results were considered
good enough for academic purposes according to researchers interested in this approach.

Analyzing each hyperlink, we could observe similar lectures, given by different teachers
on distinct terms, were preciously related. For instance, the “More Movies on Interaction"
lecture given by Dr. Elizabeth Mynatt during Fall—99 was related to the Dr. Abowd’s lecture
called “Movies on Interaction” (See Figure 5(a)). Sometimes our approach also related lectures
between different courses.

5.2. The Second Experiment

Since we had already experimented our approach over non—homogeneous repositories, i.e., dif-
ferent courses as Software Engineering, Robotics and Human Computer Interaction, we create
a second experiment to verify the linking process just over HCI courses.

The HCI courses totalized 156 lectures, composedby 312 XML documents. After filter—
ing 312 XlVlL documents, the LinkingBuilder generated amatrix X with 1444 lines (significant
words) and 156 columns (XML documents). Then, the matrix X was processed according to
the LSI technique, which considered It as 100 during the reduction of the matrices generated by
SVD.



Figure 5: The hyperlinks created between: (a) all lectures and (b) lectures given in HCI
courses manipulated by the iClass system.

The results of the linking process were 41 hyperlinks automatically created between all
156 lectures (see Table 1).

For example, the “Human Computer Interface Design and Evaluation” course given
by Dr. Gregory Abowd during Fall 2001 had various semantic relationships with a course
about Human Computer Interface given by Dr, Elizabeth Mynatt and Dr. Wendy Newstetter
during Spring 1999. Specifically, the “Contextual Inquiry” lecture from Abowd’s course a
good link was defined with the “Contextual Design” lecture of the later teachers. It can be
considered a good hyperlink because Contextual Inquiry is part of Contextual Design. Probably
this relationship would not be found in a lexical matching approach because the word contextual
is an adjective, which would probably excluded during the indexing process.

Another example is the “Task Analysis” lecture given by Dr. Elizabeth Mynatt during
Winter 1999, where our approach identified relations highly relevant with lectures given by Dr
Abowd during two different years, 1997 and 1998.

Figure 5 shows the hyperlinks created to the second experiment by the Linking Builder
implemented as a Web application known as LinkDigger. Specifically Figure 5 (a) presents the
hyperlinks created to the first experiment and Figure 5(b) shows hyperlinks between lectures
manipulated in the second experiment

Table 1: Characteristics of information manipulated in the evaluation at the service to
create links among documents representing captured sessions

Experiments
General Characteristics A11 Lectures [ HCI Lectures

Number of documents manipulated 1833 312
Number of distinct terms 3036 1444
Number of stop words used 1619 1619
Number of hypertext links created 822 41

The two examples of our experimentation with the infrastructure proposed were chosen
because the first presents a general scenario and the second one is about an area known by the



authors of this papers.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

The objective of investigation presented in this paper was to allow the automatic linking among
live experiences captured through C&A applications, towards providing extra information to
people, who access those captured experiences afterwards.

As a result, we defined an infrastructure, which provides software support to the au-
tomation of the process of identification of relationships between documents corresponding to
a live session. Moreover, our infrastructure allows that solutions be reused, given the module—
based infrastructure, and extended, given that a component can be modified if there is need
for different functionalities, or new components can be added as needed — the requirement is
that the new software follows the component—based document—oriented approach of the overall
infrastructure.

Although, our investigations faced a serious problem — a lack of textual information
in the C&A application context. During the evaluation of results, we could notice the captured
lectures were basically composed by audio, video and stroke files. To get around this problem,
we intend to develop an automatic transcription mechanism of pre—prepared slides and audio
files. We are interesting in investigating the definition ofhyperlinks among audio transcriptions.
Also as future work, we intend to augment our infrastructure exploiting an open hypermedia
Web system, which supports interactive authoring of multimedia material based on reusing of
captured sessions [Sante, 2003].
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